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What If There Was No Pandemic?

There's a theory, from credible doctors, that there was no pandemic. What they main-
tain is elites created a virus using gain of function, making a non-lethal virus—lethal. 
Either accidentally or on purpose, that virus is released into the general public. Once 
released, it was used to instill fear in the citizens. So, was there really a pandemic?

If so, why did it appear in some places, such as New York, and not in others? Given 
that the 'vaccine' did not stop transmission, why did it not spread everywhere? No pan-
demic would have it that the deaths occurred in hospitals because of heinous drug 
treatments that killed multitudes. For the rest, ventilators were there to finish the job.

How was no pandemic identified? Through PCR tests at amplitudes that suggested 
markers for every illness known to man. Why were the PCR tests turned way up? No 
pandemic would have it that PCR tests were part of the plan. Putting sick, old people 
into nursing homes, was that part of the plan? Maybe not but it helped raise fear levels.   

Who was at risk in the no pandemic? Not who they told us. Young children without 
requisite co-morbidities were at no risk. At least not until they masked them, kept them 
6 feet apart and sent them home for a couple of years—jabbing them like pin cushions. 

Who else was not at morbid risk according to no pandemic? Those under 80 without 
co-morbidities—and most everyone else. No pandemic was not a severe illness—as 
indicated by the small percentage of persons who actually died from a viral infection. 
And. To make no pandemic numbers appear even worse, Covid included annual flu.

Putting aside non-lethal severity of the virus, the thing not studied, instead ignored, 
is whether or not multiples of persons died/had their lives compromised by the 'vac-
cines'. And, if the elite get their way, we never will know. But that won't stop the vaccine 
train a-rollin. Along the path to 'vaccine health' new jabs will be coming, whether it be 
for a bird flu or whatever, for profit and power, there will be no control group studies.

Something to think about: elites need to raise the level of fear to conduct a takeover 
of our lives. With many Americans skeptical of the tactics used for Covid, the elite 
might find themselves laughed off the stage. That calls for a shift—something to raise 
the level of fear. It has to happen well before November—and we are now in mid-June. 

One way no pandemic might get there is to admit they overestimated Covid lethality, 
but the bird flu will kill between 30/50% of those infected. Well—except for 2 minor 
points: no human being has purportedly been killed by a bird flu—ever. And, if it were 



to happen, it would likely be caused by ongoing gain of function research (which  
Pharma agreed to end). Even if elite monsters are able to propagate a bird flu that 
somehow migrates over to humans and does kill 30 to 50% of those infected, that is 
less dangerous as compared to man-made virus that kills 5/10%. What's the rationale?  

Consider how sick a person gets, contracting a virus that kills half of the infected. 
That virus has low probability of spread from one individual to another. Morbidity does 
not go out to eat or to a movie. The sick and dying are not out transmitting a virus. So, 
a man-made virus that kills the host is not the virus that we ought to be most fearful of.

In this next iteration of no pandemic, elites will do a better job of providing informa-
tion, fulfilling informed consent requirements, when they institute 'vaccine' mandates. 
Think on the 2 distinct words—informed consent. That doesn't mean that if properly in-
formed as to the downside of a 'vaccine' we can then be mandated to take it. Instead it 
means that after being fully informed, we then decide if we consent to take a 'vaccine'.   

Defense against elites only works if we stand up to future forays into the taking of 
our rights. And elites will be doing their damndest to scare and herd us into line. You 
only find what you are looking for: beware the PCR tests, whether you be a rancher or 
a human being. These tests are viewed in no pandemic strategy as accepted by us as 
assumed validation of an accurate measurement of whether or not the virus is present. 

PCR testing is bullshit. Elites want to get rid of every cow—every chicken. That's no 
bullshit. Sorry, Mr. dairy farmer, but the PCR shows 3 infections so we have to cull the 
entire herd. Or Mr. chicken farmer—sorry, we have to cull/kill them all—by the millions. 

You've heard the term 'controlled opposition'. What that means is the equivalent of a 
Putin puppet—if one attempt to discuss the origins of the Ukraine war, one is a traitor 
to this great nation America—the flame of democracy. Now, many are being accused of 
being part of a 'limited hangout' or 'controlled opposition'. In the main—I ain't buyin it.

Every doctor who stood up for our rights in the fight against no pandemic monsters is 
accused of being controlled opposition. Now they are after Del Bigtree/Aaron Seri, from 
the Informed Action Network /HighWire, as sellouts to Pharma. In no way is that true.  

If we would quit listening to trailer park trolls (who are the actual controlled opposi-
tion), and do our homework, we would cease to be swept up by a denunciation of 
those who share our values of dissent. Whether it be the good docs who took the jabs 
because they still had faith in CDC/FDA, or Trump—they are not controlled by the elite.

Nobody who takes the time to listen to the HighWire (unless clinically insane), can 
after years of lawsuits won against the elite, can be stupid enough to see Bigtree as 
being bought out to Pharma. He knows his 'vaccine safety' bill has no chance of getting 
through Congress, so he incorporates in it those things necessary to influence legisla-
tors (1 point at a time), that there are no safe vaccines—hence no mandates/consent. 

Informed Action Network is attempting, 1 step at a time, to dispel American's Confi-
dence In Confidence Men, and get court rulings that each and every 'vaccine' is sus-
pect, so that an industry, unable to meet standards of a safe vaccine—cannot dictate.

Be careful—the art of propaganda is to divide and conquer. Elites control the dollars 
and establishment media, so between now and (hopefully), the election the strategy 
will be to label each of us who don't go along with the program as domestic terrorists.

What we, the opposition, are, is exactly what the establishment fears—a control 
group they have to eliminate in their strategy. But, elites are a small group—we are not.

Get my articles by email with a request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. And thank you.


